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COHERENCE PRINCIPLE
Do not  include unessentia l

mater ia l . 2
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GUIDELINES FROM MAYER'S 15 MULTIMEDIA PRINCIPLES
Tips for  creat ing d ig ita l  learning exper iences based off  of  

R ichard Mayer 's  updated mult imedia  pr incip les.

REDUNDANCY PRINCIPLE
Do not  use both narrat ion and on-

screen text ;  use only  narrat ion to

accompany graphics.

SIGNALING PRINCIPLE
Highl ight  the main  points of

information through headers,  vocal

emphasis ,  and other  cues.

SPATIAL CONTIGUITY
PRINCIPLE
Place corresponding text  and

images near  each other ,  not

away from each other .

TEMPORAL CONTIGUITY
PRINCIPLE
Display  corresponding text  and

images s imultaneously ,  not

successively  

SEGMENTING PRINCIPLE
Break a  long lesson into

digestib le  sections.

PRE-TRAINING PRINCIPLE
Provide learner  with  names and

character ist ics of  the topic

before the lesson.

MULTIMEDIA PRINCIPLE
Use images/graphics in  addit ion

to text ;  do not  sole ly  use text .

MODALITY PRINCIPLE
Use narrat ion,  not  on-screen

text ,  to  accompany images.

PERSONALIZATION 
PRINCIPLE
Use conversat ional  tone over  an

academic/formal  tone.

VOICE PRINCIPLE
Use a  human voice over  a

machine- l ike  one for  narrat ion.

IMAGE PRINCIPLE
Do not  include the instructor 's  image

on screen dur ing learning,  as  it  may

be extraneous.

14
15
13EMBODIMENT PRINCIPLE

I f  an  instructor ,  animated or

recorded,  is  presented,  increase their

embodiment through eye contact,

hand gestures,  etc.

IMMERSION PRINCIPLE
Before designing VR learning,

determine whether  or  not  the added

sensory  is  cr it ical  for  the task.

GENERATIVE ACTIVITY
PRINCIPLE
Prompt learners with  a  generat ive

learning act iv ity ,  such as summariz ing,

self-test ing,  or  teaching.  

Ref:  Mayer ,  R .  (2020) .  Mult imedia  learning.  (3rd  ed.) .
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